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British design. 
Worldwide distribution. 

LED lighting products for 
the automotive, marine, rail 
& aviation industries. 

www.technology-led.co.uk 

The Cylon is a high-intensity, ECE Regulation 65 approved, warning lamp suitable for use 

in a variety of commercial applications. Offering both surface-mount and hollow bolt 

fixing methods and incorporating high-quality materials, the Cylon LED warning lamp 

range also offers robust durability, making this product highly versatile for both vehicle 

builders and operators. 

- High output LED warning lamp 

- Multiple flash patterns with synchronisation function 

- Robust PC/ABS thermoplastic housing for improved durability 

- Flush-fit and hollow bolt mount fixing options 

- ECE Regulation 10 and 65 approved 

- Easy installation 

Cylon LED warning lamps 

Find out more at www.technology-led.co.uk 
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Originally designed for trailers, but versatile for use anywhere - in any vehicle.  The ITL-

200 was created specifically to give maximum light output coupled with high operating 

efficiency and costs effectiveness.  This range of interior lighting has been developed to 

operate in the harshest operating environments associated with commercial and 

emergency vehicles. 

- Ultra high performance LED interior light 

- 1500 lumens output 

- Low profile design 

- Impact resistant, lightweight materials 

- PIR option 

- IP69K hermetic sealing using ultrasonic welding technology 

- Easy installation & electrical connection 

- Fully compliant with the external projections requirements for head impacts 

- ECE Regulation 10 approved 

Combining cost effectiveness with efficiency, the ISL-500 range has been designed to 

provide a professionally engineered solution for vehicle interior lighting, whilst remaining 

highly affordable and incredibly durable. Suitable for both OEM and Aftermarket 

applications, every aspect of the product has been developed to ensure extreme 

reliability, even in the harshest conditions.  

- High Output LED interior strip light 

- Integrated switch option with Touch Sense switching - no moving parts, works with gloves 

- PIR detection option 

- Modular option for creating continuous lighting systems 

- Easy installation & electrical connection 

- Fully compliant with the external projections requirements for head impacts 

- ECE Regulation 10 approved 

ITL-200 interior lighting ISL-500 strip lighting 

Find out more at www.technology-led.co.uk Email us at sales@technology-led.co.uk  
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